
Attachment 8a

Letters and Scripts



School Excuse Letter

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
National Center for Health Statistics

3311 Toledo Road
Hyattsville, Maryland 20782

Dear Principal:

Please excuse the below named student  from class  to  participate  in  a  national  health  survey
conducted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The date and arrangements we
have made for transportation are indicated below.

NAME______________________________________

DATE______________________________________

Parent will pick up.
Taxi will pick up.

One of our representatives will pick up.
Student will leave from home.

Thank you for your cooperation and your appreciation of the valuable contribution this student is
making to our study. If you need to contact us, please call ___________________.

Sincerely,

__________________________
Stand Manager

As parent/guardian of the above named child, I consent to the arrangements indicated.

__________________________
Signed (Parent/Guardian)



Example Non-Response Letter 

{SP NAME}
{SP ADDRESS}
{CITY, STATE ZIP CODE}

Dear {PREFIX}{LAST NAME}:

For the past 50 years the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) has 
been collecting important health and nutritional information about adults and children living 
in the United States.  Since 1959, NHANES has been the cornerstone of American health.   
The data collected on this study have informed all presidential administrations.  NHANES 
continues to be endorsed by many national and local organizations including the Mayo Clinic,
Johns Hopkins University, the National Veteran’s Administration and the American 
Association of Retired Persons (AARP). 

NHANES is sometimes referred to as the “Nation’s Health Census.” The goal of the survey is 
to understand the health needs of all Americans so that researchers and policy makers can 
design programs to improve our country’s health.

Every year thousands of Americans across the country participate.  Right now 
approximately {TARGET SAMPLE} in {STAND COUNTY} have been asked to join 
the study. You have been randomly selected as part of a carefully designed sample of 
people living in the United States and you represent thousands of others your age and 
gender throughout the country. You cannot be replaced. 

Please take the time to provide the input that only you can give. Our Health 
Representative will call on you again soon. If you have any questions or concerns, please 
feel free to call our office. Our number is {FIELD OFFICE PHONE NUMBER} or visit 
our website at www.cdc.gov/NHANES.

Sincerely yours,

{STUDY MANAGER NAME}
Study Manager

Enclosures



Screener Brochure





Suggested Script for Explaining Incentives for the
NHANES examination

The interviewer mentions remuneration using a script such as the following:  

After you complete your exam at the mobile exam center, we will give you a 
token of appreciation for the time you’ve given to the survey.  We would like to 
schedule {you/SP} for a {morning/afternoon or evening} appointment.  If we are 
able to schedule you at that time of day {you/SP} will receive {age specific 
amount of remuneration for coming to randomly assigned session}.  It is very 
important that {you/SP} arrive on time for your appointment. We can also make it 
easier for {you/SP} to get to the examination center by helping with out of pocket 
expenses if needed.
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